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Welcome to My World of Fun!

I'm Allison. A content creator, marketer and travel enthusiast on 
the endless pursuit of helping more people travel! 

 
Traveling has always been a major part of my life, from 

spontaneous road trips with my mom as a child to taking my first 
flight across the Atlantic in 2012. These experiences have shaped 

my life one trip at a time. 
 

Since launching Seeking Neverland in late 2016, my work has 
been featured on top travel sites such as Skyscanner, TourRadar, 

and We Are Travel Girls. 
 

Of course traveling is a huge part of my life, but the other part is 
usually spent attending concerts, befriending dogs, and eating one 

too many macarons. 

My Belief

The Mission

I believe traveling changes you for the better one trip at a time 
from the food you eat to the people you meet. This passion for 

adventure is what fuels my mission.  

My mission is to help busy, bored, and complacent grown- 
ups rediscover what it means to be alive through fun adventures! 

www.SeekingNeverland.com / Allison@seekingneverland.com



About Seeking Neverland
www.SeekingNeverland.com / Allison@seekingneverland.com



                                         is a travel and lifestyle blog / vlog that combines world-class adventures with 
elements of food, fashion, and tips for living your best life. Topics cover all things travel from beginning to 

end – where to go, how to get there, what to bring, and what to do when you get there.
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My Audience Spreads Around the World!

What the Readers Have to SAy

10,000+ 4,500+ 26240+

"My friends and I came across your post and decided to take this trip for 
ourselves, and it was absolutely amazing. We hit almost everything on your 
list in just two days, and it was easily one of the best weekends I have ever 

had. Thank you so much for sharing!!" 
-Alein 
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      Amazing             The Audience

30-60k USD annual income

years old

They are readers who convert!
They are always looking for inspiration and advice 

prior to booking a new trip.

Interested In:
Cultural attractions & city travel 

Local, off-the-beaten-path experiences 

Food & Beverage 

Product recommendations & fashion 

“This is very timely since we’re actually 

thinking of going to Budapest. Did not 

realize there is much to see and do. 

After reading this post, now we’re 

100% decided. Thank you for sharing!” 

- Clarice

“After reading this article I just know 

what to do right in Coachella 

camping. See you there” - Heather
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Women

25%75%



Social Media
Channels & Stats

@seekingneverland

@seekneverland

@seekneverland

Average Story Views

Average IGTV Engagement

Men

Women

Engagement Rate

Average Post Engagement

@seekneverland

@seekingneverland

25,000+

6.1%

63%
37%

220

350

820

70+

5,700+

600+

2,100+

*Stats based on Instagram insights last 30 days

Instagram: A Deeper Look
How Many People Are Engaging*



Marketing Solutions
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Did you know?

Let's Make 
Magic!

VIDEOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY

BLOG POSTS

DESTINATION COVERAGE

PRODUCT, SERVICE, HOTEL REVIEWS

SOCIAL ONLY CAMPAIGNS

BRAND AMBASSADORSHIP

64% percent of consumers make a purchase after 

watching branded social videos. 

(Source: tubularinsights). 

Video marketing is here to stay. Let me work to create 

a branded story our audiences will fall in love with 

such as teasers, stop-motion videos, and full 

destination coverage. All videos are professionally 

edited in Adobe Premiere Pro and After Effects. 

I put creative thought and effort into every photo to 

ensure it stands out from the rest. All are high-quality 

images, professionally shot and edited in Adobe 

Lightroom and Photoshop

With extensive training in SEO, I work hard to rank 

every article on the first page of Google & Pinterest. I 

take time to perform both keyword and consumer 

persona research before posting a new article. 

Are you a tourism board wanting to attract visitors? 

Invite me to experience all the wonderful things your 

destination has to offer and share it with my audience 

via videography, photography, and blog posts!

There are a variety of ways I can help you achieve your 

goals by promoting your services and/or experience.  I 

am happy to visit or test your product, take awesome 

photos and write honestly about my experience.

Let me help leverage the power of social media, 

generate leads and increase awareness with 

customized social campaigns, takeovers and more.

With over three years working as a brand ambassador 

for various brands such as Yelp, Corona, and Lillian & 

Co.,I will be happy to help bridge the gap and grow 

your awesome brand!

"Every piece of content 

is a result of imagination 

and strategy"



              I've Worked WithBrands

Allison was a pleasure to work 

with on a recent client 

collaboration. Not only was 

she very professional and 

organized, but Allison was 

always friendly and went 

above and beyond in her 

communication before, 

during, and after the 

campaign. Allison had a great 

creative concept for a video 

that my client was really 

pleased with. Any brand 

looking for a pleasant 

collaboration experience 

should team up with her!  

Jessie, Go Fish Digital

"Allison's engagement is 

superb! Not only are her 

Instagram posts and stories 

beautiful, they're authentic 

and inviting. Her blog posts 

and product reviews show an 

unmatched savvy and bring 

about real results. Her write- 

up of Verizon Up was 

recognized as a "Blue Chip" 

result by members of the 

corporate marketing team 

and was considered a great 

success by our agency. I hope 

to work with Allison again in 

the near future." 

- Brittany, Verizon Wireless

Word has it. . .
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